MAKE PAYMENTS STRATEGIC

Modo builds bank-grade payments stacks for enterprises. With one connection to Modo, you
get all the benefits of a payments hub, gateway, and switch. Gain global access to the payment
services and local payment methods you need to better serve your customers. By leaving
the payments plumbing to the #paymentsgeeks, you won’t have to worry about managing or
maintaining your payments operations.

/Checkout

With Modo’s /Checkout product, you are given the flexibility to connect to payment service
providers and payment methods in the regions that are most relevant to your business. Integrating
with new payment services can be done in the click of a button. You can simplify your payment
operations with tools like a dashboard, payment service configurator, and hosted checkout.

Features
Assurance - Transaction routing for soft
declines

Modal - A hosted checkout experience
presented within the client user-interface

Connect - Adding, configuring, and
managing payment services

Secure - Hyper-compliant secure token
vault

Insights - Dashboard, reporting, and
notification engine

Settle - Consolidation of settlement
reporting with near real-time visibility

Manage - Centralized dispute, chargeback,
and refund and configuration management
console

Optimize - Business-rule driven custom
routing by payment type, method, service,
and availability

Modo’s client portal allows you to manage and maintain your entire payments stack in one place. Toggle payment service providers
on or off, set up routing rules, add new payment methods, and get insights into the health of your payments, all in a user-friendly
dashboard. And since the payments fun doesn’t end until settlement and reconciliation, neither does Modo. Get unified reporting
of your settlement and reconciliation files for every transaction in every currency - even if they’re processed differently.

modopayments.com

+214 238 4790

In the current state of payments, every integration requires tight coupling with systems of record
from financial management to enterprise resource planning, with the new connections taking
nine months to a year to complete. Modo makes lengthy integrations a thing of the past with
click-button integrations and streamlined payment operations.

Actual Customer Environment

Magento (eCommerce)

Merkle (Direct Mark eting)

Opium (eCommerce)

ERP

WORLD WIDE
OPERATIONS

FRAGMENTED
PROCESSES

UNIFIED OPERATIONS
AND VISIBILITY

This client needed eight
different payment service
providers to serve their
global customer base.

Treasury and finance had to
do everything eight different
ways.

Modo created a unified
approach and perspective of
managing payment services.

“We have been very impressed with Modo’s capabilities and technology. Their product enables us to focus on the core values of 14
West – to innovate and perpetually improve the customer experience.
Modo is thinking about how payments will be done 30 years from
now – not how they have been done for the past 30 years.”
- Daryl Berver, COO for 14 West
Build your payments stack with Modo
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